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Argues that women will be the more socially advanced sex and are totally in charge of the success of interactions, and
gives women advice on lowering their expectations of men
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Great Book for anybody in a relationship!! I in fact attended the "Women's Weekend" in the first 90's and spent time in
the Woman's groups.. WHEN I read my copy I am posting it with ladies I use! Sunday morning meetings imply that he
must seek permission to be absent from his "men's group". This book has great information regarding how to be
successful in relationships. Furthermore, the men must contact every other man in the group once a week, AND the
conversation should be in private in case confidentiality is breeched. For the reason that of the principles behind Justin
Sterlings reserve that I could save my marriage and live happily with my husband.arrived on time. Very pleased! Many
thanks! Happy! Thank you Outstanding service!!! I actually bought a single copy for my step-girl and one for me!
Extremely interesting and insightful. Very interesting and insightful. Sage advice. We wouldn't have believed it until I
practiced the methods and boy, do they work. Coming in straight talk from a man, it isn't always easy to read things
about us ladies we that we didn't know (but might have suspected way back in our thoughts), but armed with
information, this book manuals you through your interactions with males effortlessly and makes them fulfilling,
satisfying and easy. Five Stars Very insightful Justin tells the reality! The right old-fashioned advice about men,
sometimes a bit hard to swallow for contemporary independent women. Some elements of it band quite true and are
priceless-what your grandmother might have informed you if you'd asked her. There are better assets out there to
support you.. It has transformed my life. I know what it meant to me and my step-daughter was having romantic
relationship problems and I believed it might be great support for her!not damaged for a used publication. Whatever the
situation, it was constantly my fault!.. My 1st, and only, marriage to a severely bipolar man where I was damned if I did
and damned easily didn't was filled with his yelling and threatened violence...plus my friend loved it.top quality hard
cover. Kind and ostensibly caring, though he might be, his meetings and various other plans are always major. The
"Sterling effect" on a relationship is certainly subtle, and only recently have I understand the similarity in the two
ostensibly different male associations of my life. Don't waste materials your time right here. Great insights and
equipment!and awesome good deal.. NOW years later on, I am into a four years relationship with a calm man who
subscribes to the Jason Sterling plan and attends every week meetings at 6 AM every Sunday morning.it had been a gift
Great insights and tools All women should read. If you like this reserve you should attend his seminar! Since most social
occasions happen on weekends, I have to first ask him, then he asks the group if he can be absent. This reserve is even
more clear to understand once you have attended the Sterling Women's Weekend Seminars. There are better resources
out there to aid you Awful. Stereotypical, drinking of the koolaid. great book Great book. Beware: You Can Play Second
Fiddle To Justin Sterling Let me preface this "review" by saying that I've not go through Justin Sterling's book, but have
observed the benefits of his "men's group" indoctrination.
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